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ABSTRACT: The probability for dissociation of molecules on metal surfaces, which often
controls the rate of industrially important catalytic processes, can depend strongly on how
energy is partitioned in the incident molecule. There are many example systems where the
addition of vibrational energy promotes reaction more effectively than the addition of
translational energy, but for rotational pre-excitation similar examples have not yet been
discovered. Here, we make an experimentally testable theoretical prediction that adding
energy to the rotation of HCl can promote its dissociation on Au(111) 20 times more
effectively than increasing its translational energy. In the underlying mechanism, the
molecule’s initial rotational motion allows it to pass through a critical region of the reaction
path, where this path shows a strong and nonmonotonic dependence on the molecular
orientation.

Fundamental understanding of molecule−metal surface
reaction (MMSR) mechanisms is vital for understanding

industrial catalysis as the rates of MMSRs may determine the
rates of industrial processes.1−5 The rate of an industrial
heterogeneously catalyzed process, which consists of a
sequence of elementary surface reactions, is often controlled6

by the transition state (TS) of a dissociative chemisorption
reaction on a metal surface,6−8 as is the case in ammonia
production2 and steam reforming.3 Passage over the transition
state may depend not only on the total energy available but
also on more subtle dynamical features like the form of the
available incidence energy.9−28 For instance, many,29−31

although not all, dissociative chemisorption reactions32 display
reaction probabilities that depend only on the fraction of the
molecule’s translational energy that is associated with motion
normal to the surface (normal energy scaling, NES). Another
example is that putting additional vibrational energy in an
incident molecule usually increases its reaction probability,
with an efficacy that differs from that achieved by enhancing its
i n c i d e n t t r a n s l a t i o n a l e n e r g y b y t h e s am e
amount.9−14,17,18,33−35 For some systems, increasing the
vibrational energy is even more effective at increasing the
reaction probability than increasing the translational energy, in
which case we say that the vibrational efficacy exceeds
one.10,17,21,22,25,34,35

In contrast, increasing the rotational energy of a molecule
incident on a metal surface is usually not very effective at
increasing the reaction probability. To the best of our
knowledge, the rotational efficacy has always been found to
be lower than one; that is, adding rotational energy is less
effective at promoting reaction than adding the same amount
of translational energy. For example, in the benchmark MMSR

of H2 + Cu(111) rotational energy only has a small influence
on the dissociation probability30,31,36,37 (the rotational efficacy
is 0.30.530,31), and a similar effect has been observed for H2 on
other metal surfaces.38−42 In the mechanism found to be
operative for H2 reacting on coinage metal surfaces, rotational
energy is converted to energy in motion along the reaction
path because the rotational constant of the molecule decreases
as its bond length extends upon approaching the late
barrier.30,31 Adding rotational energy has an even smaller
effect on the dissociative chemisorption of methane on
Ni(111).43

We now turn to an examination of the dissociative
chemisorption reaction of HCl on Au(111) and the prediction
that there can be much stronger effects of rotational motion.
We were drawn to this reaction because it has been called an
enigmatic reaction.44 The first measured sticking probabilities
(S0)

45 were found to be 2 orders of magnitude lower than
previously predicted values,46 and the analysis of the
experiments suggested a very high vibrational efficacy (see
also section S3). Subsequent dynamics calculations managed
to reduce the discrepancies between computed and measured
S0 values, but the computed S0 still exceeded the measured
values by 1 order of magnitude.44,47,48 More recently,
considerably better agreement between theory and experiment
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was achieved for sticking at normal incidence.25 The improved
agreement resulted from the theory using a better density
functional (DF, the MS-RPBEl meta-generalized gradient
approximation (meta-GGA) functional49) and a reanalysis of
the experiments concerning, for instance, the relationship
between the sticking probability and the Auger signals used to
establish the coverage of Au by Cl.25 As a result, the
discrepancy between the computed and measured sticking
probabilities at normal incidence was reduced to a factor
ranging from 2 to 7, depending on the incidence energy. The
remaining discrepancy between theory and experiment is
expected to be due to the DF50 since previous work for HCl +
Au(111) has shown that the dynamics and PES fitting methods
employed, and the neglect of electron−hole pair excitation, do
not affect the sticking or (in)elastic scattering probability
considerably44,47,48,51 (see also section S2). Nevertheless, the
trends observed experimentally in the energy transfer52 and
(in)elastic scattering probabilities53 were reproduced qual-
itatively, suggesting that the new potential energy surface
(PES) should be adequate for describing the reaction

mechanism of HCl + Au(111). However, sticking at off-
normal incidence and the unusually large vibrational efficacy
implicit in a former analysis of the experiments45 were not yet
addressed.
Here, we also consider the sticking of HCl on Au(111) at

off-normal incidence, paying special attention to the effects of
the rotational temperature of the incident molecular beam and
its average incidence energy parallel to the surface (see also
section S5). For this, the previous experiments on sticking at
off-normal incidence were reanalyzed in the same way as done
before for normal incidence.25 Also, the same improved PES
was used as in our previous successful study of scattering at
normal incidence.25 The theory yields an even better
description of sticking at off-normal incidence than previously
obtained for normal incidence.25

To our complete surprise, the calculations showed very high
rotational efficacies for reaction, with values exceeding 10. This
high rotational efficacy is caused by a strong and non-
monotonic dependence of the reaction path on the polar angle
θ of the orientation of HCl relative to the Au(111) surface in a

Figure 1. (a−c) Reaction probabilities for normally incident HCl on Au(111) and (e−g) the corresponding rotational efficacy. Results for ν = 0 are
shown in panels a and e, for ν = 1 in panels b and f, and for ν = 2 in panels c and g. The rotational efficacy is computed relative to J = 0 with the
same vibrational state. The dashed line indicates a rotational efficacy of unity. (d) Reaction probability and (h) concomitant vibrational efficacy.
The vibrational efficacy is computed relative to ν = 0 with the same rotational state distribution. The solid (dashed) lines indicate results for Trot =
0 K (506 K).

Table 1. Rotational (χJ) and Vibrational (χν) Efficacies of HCl on Au(111) as a Function of the Reaction Probability (Eq 1)a

χJ=2 χJ=4 χJ=6 χJ=8 χν(J = 0) χν(Trot = 506 K)

R ν = 0 1 2 0 1 2 0 1 2 0 1 2 0 → 1 0 → 2 0 → 1 0 → 2

0.05 0.5 2.0 1.0 0.8 0.6 1.2 1.1 1.2 1.7 1.8
0.10 2.2 3.8 5.3 2.2 1.8 3.1 1.4 1.2 1.2 1.6 1.9 1.4 2.0
0.15 3.1 6.5 10.9 3.1 3.1 6.0 2.6 1.6 4.0 1.9 2.2 2.0 1.5 2.2 1.7
0.20 2.3 9.8 18.7 3.4 5.0 9.9 3.4 2.8 6.0 2.4 3.1 4.1 2.1 1.5 2.4 1.9
0.25 2.9 10.4 25.3 4.7 5.7 13.9 4.0 3.7 8.4 3.0 3.8 5.9 2.2 1.6 2.7 2.1
0.30 14.6 25.7 6.6 16.6 4.6 10.8 4.5 7.9 3.1 2.3
0.35 19.1 27.5 12.3 18.8 7.7 13.0 6.8 10.1
0.40 3.9 20.2 18.3 17.7 12.5 14.6 9.9 11.9
max 5.4 8.9 11.4 10.8 13.6 24.6 6.9 12.6 18.9 17.6 10.2 16.6 2.8 1.8 3.3 2.4

aIn the column where R is given as “max” the rotational or vibrational efficacy is presented for the maximum value of the reaction probability for
which it could be evaluated.
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region of this path that just precedes the barrier. To traverse
this region and encounter a relatively low barrier to
dissociation, the molecule needs to rotate initially, and it
needs to arrive at this region with the right rotational phase.
Furthermore, the predicted rotational efficacy is strongly
dependent on the employed DF. For instance, GGA DFs
predict a very low rotational efficacy instead, making the
predicted rotational efficacy an important fingerprint of the
accuracy of a DF for HCl + Au(111) relative to experiment
(see section S7 for additional details).
To explore the large rotational efficacy, we first consider

normally incident HCl. Figures 1a−c show the initial state
selected reaction probability Rν,J(Ei), where ν is the initial
vibrational and J the initial rotational quantum number. There
is a large dependence of Rν,J(Ei) on J for ν = 0, 1, and especially
2. We define the rotational efficacy, which measures how
effective adding rotational energy is at promoting the reaction
(i.e., at achieving an initial state-selected reaction probability
equal to R) relative to increasing Ei for HCl in the state ν, as
follows:

χ ν
ν ν

ν ν
=

= −
− =

R
E J R E J R

E J E J
( ; )

( , 0; ) ( , ; )
( , ) ( , 0)J

i i

rot rot (1)

Here, Ei(ν,J;R) is the incidence energy at which Rν,J(Ei) = R.
Table 1 shows that rotational efficacies defined in this way

may be large; for example, for J = 6 it takes on the values of 6.9
for ν = 0, of 12.6 for ν = 1, and of 18.9 for ν = 2. In writing and
applying eq 1, we have tentatively assumed that Rν,J(Ei) is a
bijective or invertible function; that is, only one value of Ei
corresponds to a particular value of Rν,J. This will usually be
true as Rν,J(Ei) tends to be a monotonically increasing function
of Ei. We may then also define a function Ei

ν,J(R), which is
equal to the incidence energy Ei at which Rν,J(Ei) = R. This
allows us to define a rotational efficacy that depends on
incidence energy for the molecule in the state ν as follows:

χ ν
ν ν

ν ν
=

= −
− =

E
E J R E J R

E J E J
( ; )

( , 0; ) ( , ; )
( , ) ( , 0)J i

i i

rot rot (2)

In eq 2, the argument of χJ, Ei, is the incidence energy Ei(ν,J;R)
for which a reaction probability R is obtained for the higher
rotational state. The rotational efficacy defined in this way is
plotted in Figures 1e−g. The plots show that the rotational
efficacy strongly depends on the value of Ei at which it is
evaluated for the higher rotational state, and it also strongly
depends on the value of ν.
Figure 1d also shows a large dependence of Rν,J(Ei) on ν for

J = 0. To determine the effectiveness of vibrational pre-
excitation for promoting reaction, the vibrational efficacies
χν(R;J) and χν(Ei;J) may be defined in a way that is entirely
analogous to eqs 1 and 2, respectively. As can be seen from
Table 1, χν(R;J) can also take on large values (for J = 0, these
values are up to 2.8 for ν = 1 and up to 1.8 for ν = 2), which
are considerably larger than one. However, they are much
smaller than the values achieved for χJ(R;ν) (e.g., up to 18.9
for ν = 2, J = 6). Thus, per unit of energy added by pre-
excitation, rotational pre-excitation of the molecules present in
a molecular beam has a greater effect on the sticking
probability S0(Ei,TN,Θi) than vibrational pre-excitation. A
similar picture emerges from the plots of χν(Ei;J), which
takes on values of up to 3.3 for ν = 1 and up to 2.4 for ν = 2
(Figure 1h), while χJ=6(Ei, ν = 2) takes on values up to 18.9.

Vibrational efficacies may also be evaluated for a thermal
rotational distribution instead of for J = 0 only. In Figure 1h,
we show χν(Ei; Trot = 506 K) for the highest rotational
temperature (Trot) achieved in the recent molecular beam
experiments on HCl + Au(111). Here, we see a synergistic
effect; that is, the effects of increased vibrational and rotational
pre-excitation are mutually reinforcing, where the two effects
combined yield a larger increase in reaction than the two
effects considered separately. To the best of our knowledge,
this mutually reinforcing effect has not been observed or
predicted before. This synergistic effect might be of great
interest to plasma catalysis, where high rotational and
vibrational temperatures can play an important role due to
the degrees of freedom (DOFs) within the plasma (e.g.,
translational, electronic, rotational, and vibrational DOFs) not
being in thermal equilibrium.54−56 Present treatments of this
topic tend to ignore the effect of rotational states in plasma
catalysis on the reactivity of molecules on metal surfaces,57−61

at most including Trot in the calculation of the entropy. We
intend to explore this topic, and the synergism between
rotational and vibrational pre-excitation in promoting reac-
tivity, in future work.
Our prediction of a high rotational efficacy will of course be

most useful if it can be confirmed with experiments within the
present state-of-the-art. In Figure 2, we show that it should be
possible to do so. To enable excitation to high J, the

Figure 2. (a) Predicted rotational efficacy of off-normally incident
HCl on Au(111) as a function of normal incidence energy. The J = 2
→ 8 rotational efficacy χJ=2→8(Ei,ν) is determined for ν = 1 (orange)
and ν = 2 (green). The dashed line indicates a rotational efficacy of
unity. (b) Sticking probability of off-normally incident HCl on
Au(111) as a function of normal incidence energy. The black lines
indicate “laser-off” results for Tvib = 1060 K and Trot = 506 K. “Laser-
on” results, where part of the molecules in the ν = 0, J = 3 (ν = 0, J =
7) state are excited to the ν = 2, J = 2 (ν = 2, J = 8) state, are indicated
by the blue (red) lines. (c) State-specific sticking probabilities for the
ν = 2, J = 2 (blue) and ν = 2, J = 8 (red) excited states. The error bars
represent 68% confidence intervals.
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experiments we suggest would employ a high nozzle
temperature (TN) and off-normal incidence to vary the normal
incidence energy, as done before in the off-normal incidence
experiments on HCl + Au(111).45 Furthermore, we suggest
excitation of the incident HCl to the J′ = 2 and J′ = 8 states in
ν′ = 1 or ν′ = 2 and direct verification that the reaction of J = 8
HCl is far more probable than that of J = 2 HCl at similar
incidence energy (for additional details, see section S4).
Specifically, such an experiment could pre-excite HCl to a
specific rovibrational state (here, from ν = 0 and J = 3 (one of
the highest populated states in the beam previously used with
TN = 1060 K and Trot = 506 K; see also Figure S2) to ν = 1 or
2 and J = 2 or from ν = 0 and J = 7 to ν = 1, 2 and J = 8) with a
laser. Then, from the “laser-off” and “laser-on” results, a state-
specific sticking probability could be obtained. Note that in
Figure 2b we have accounted for the excitation efficiency in
such an experiment. Our calculations strongly suggest that the
differences between the laser-off and laser-on results are

measurable for energies below and somewhat above the barrier
height, as shown in Figure 2b. The results for ν = 1 are similar
(see Figure S3b). For incidence energies far above the barrier
height, the differences between the laser-on and laser-off results
are small and likely difficult to measure. Note that even though
the laser-on sticking probabilities are nearly the same for J = 2
and J = 8, the state specific reaction probabilities are different
because they involve multiplication of the (laser-on−laser-off)
sticking probabilities by different factors (see also section S4).
We now turn to the cause of the high rotational efficacy. Our

explanation is based on the following remarkable observations.
First, as shown in Figure 3a, for Ei = 247 kJ/mol Rν,J(θi) is
nonzero for all initial values of the polar orientation angle of
HCl for all J-values except for J = 0. (Note that θ = 0°
corresponds to the H atom pointing to the gas phase and θ =
180° to the H atom pointing to the surface; see also Figure
S11.) Similar results are obtained for ν = 1 and ν = 2 (see
Figure S7). This already suggests a partial explanation for the

Figure 3. (a) Sticking probability as a function of the initial θ angle of ν = 0 HCl on Au(111) for ⟨Ei⟩ = 247 kJ/mol for several rotational states as
indicated. Results are shown for both an approximate model that neglects angular momentum but takes into account the rotational orientation of
HCl (solid line, see section S6 for meaning) and MD simulation (error bars, representing 68% confidence intervals). (b) Distribution of the initial θ
angle and its conjugate momentum of reacting HCl on Au(111) for ν = 0 and J = 2. The colors indicate the intensity of reactive combinations of θ
and pθ relative to the statistical distribution in the simulated molecular beam; that is, blue indicates that the combination is less reactive compared
to its statistical occurrence whereas red indicates a relatively higher reactivity. The data have been normalized along the θ angle to remove the
sin(θ) distribution in the initial statistical distribution; that is, with the renormalization performed all initial θ angles have equal probability in the
statistical distribution. (c) Same as panel b, but showing results for ν = 0 and J = 8. (d) Distribution of the θ angle of reacting HCl on Au(111) for ν
= 0, J = 8, and Ei = 247 kJ/mol along the reaction coordinate. The black dashed line indicates the minimum TS value. See ref 25 for the description
of the TS. (e) Polar angle θ of HCl on Au(111) along the MEP of the global TS (blue) and the top (orange), hollow (green), and bridge (red)
sites. The black dashed line indicates the TS; that is, the value of the reaction coordinate is zero. (f) Same as panel e, but showing the potential
energy instead of θ.
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high rotational efficacy: Reaction of molecules with high J is
comparatively efficient because reaction of J = 0 HCl is
inefficient. Similarly, vibrational efficacies >1 have previously
only been observed if the reaction of a molecule in ν = 0 is
inefficient, as found in cases where the reaction of molecules in
the vibrational ground state is hampered by the ineffectiveness
of translational energy at enabling the system to “turn the
corner” in the PES and overcome an energetic barrier late in
the reaction coordinate (i.e., the bobsled effect).10,22

Furthermore, independent of the vibrational state, whether
or not a molecule sticks depends not only on the initial value of
θi but also on its initial conjugate momentum pθ (see Figures
3b,c). The reason is that the molecule has to arrive at the
surface with the right rotational orientation and concomitant
motion to access a comparatively low barrier (Figure 3d).
Another intriguing observation relevant to the high rotational
efficacy is that an approximate model that only takes into
account the rotational orientation with which the molecule
would arrive at the surface, but excludes the rotational motion
prior to reaching the TS (see section S6 for additional details),
can reproduce the computed initial distribution of the polar
angle θi of the reacting molecules reasonably well (Figure 3a).
Especially for low J values the agreement between R(θi,ν,J)
yielded by the MD simulations and the approximate model is
excellent, although R(θi, ν, J) is severely underestimated by the
approximate model for specific θi values for high J, as the
promoting effect of the rotational motion is neglected in the
approximate model (see also Figure S13). Thus, we see that
reaction is promoted if the molecule is initially rotating and if it
approaches the barrier with an appropriate rotational
orientation and motion.
Inspection of how θ varies along the minimum energy path

(MEP) for the TS and the high symmetry top, bridge, and
hollow sites (Figure 3e) provides further insight about the
observations regarding the rotational efficacy. On the way to
the barrier, θ depends on the reaction coordinate in a clear
nonmonotonic manner, especially for the top, TS, and bridge
MEPs (which are also depicted in Figure 3f). The optimal θ
value first decreases with the reaction coordinate, and then it
sharply increases, after which it decreases again, before the
molecule reaches the minimum barrier geometry (Figure 3e).
For the initially nonrotating molecules, “steering” (i.e., the
effect that the molecule is steered to the most favorable
orientation for reaction by the forces acting on it62) cannot
take place under these conditions because the molecule will
“overshoot” its most favorable orientation once the most
favorable value of θ starts changing in the opposite direction
due to the angular momentum the molecule has acquired.
Hence, steering, which can be especially effective for an
initially nonrotating molecule,62 will be counterproductive, and
on a relative basis molecules with J = 0 will be nonreactive.
Rather the opposite is observed: the faster the molecule is
rotating initially, the higher the probability is that the molecule
reacts (note that a larger fraction of the initial (θ, pθ) phase
space is reactive for ν = 0, J = 8 than for ν = 0, J = 2; see
Figures 3c and 3b, respectively) and that it arrives at the barrier
with an appropriate rotational phase (i.e., (θ, pθ)) to react (see
also Figure S14).
The reason HCl + Au(111) is characterized by such a large

rotational efficacy, but the benchmark MMSR of H2 +
Cu(111) is not, becomes clear from the comparison of the
anisotropy in the polar orientation in the region preceding the
minimum TS in Figure 4. For reactive scattering H2 from metal

surfaces, it is observed that rotation in states with low J hinders
the reaction compared to J = 0 (i.e., “rotational hinder-
ing”).30,31,38−42,63,64 This observation is correlated to Figure
4a, which shows that the H2 + Cu(111) PES should be
effective at steering a molecule with J = 0 toward a favorable
orientation for dissociation, as the preferred polar angle
depends monotonically on the reaction coordinate in the
region close to the barrier. Hence, for low J values, rotational
pre-excitation of H2 is ineffective since it hinders the steering.
For HCl + Au(111) (Figure 4b), on the other hand, the PES is
ineffective at steering, which agrees with earlier observation
that the reaction of J = 0 HCl is inefficient. In fact, initial
angular momentum now promotes the reaction as it allows for
the molecule to be more easily focused toward the reactive
channel (see Figure 3d and also Figure S6). The observed
effect may be called a skewed rotational funnel effect, in
analogy to the observation that when replenishing the oil in a
car, the oil is best pointed at the far side of the skewed funnel
that can be used for this purpose. We also note that the
reactive channel of HCl on Au(111) (Figure 4b) is much more
narrow than that of H2 on Cu(111) (Figure 4a), which may
also be important, but this was not analyzed further.
Our admittedly tentative explanation of the nonmonotonic

dependence of the value of θ on the reaction path observed for
most impact sites is as follows. We suspect that the initial
bonding of the dissociating molecule to the surface goes via the
more electronegative Cl atom; its increasingly attractive
interaction with the surface and the initially mostly repulsive
interaction of the H atom with the surface could explain why θ
decreases initially with the reaction path coordinate in Figure
3e for all sites but the hollow site. For long enough distance
between the H and Cl atoms, the H atom will also start
bonding with the surface, which can explain the increase in the
θ value of the reaction path starting at the value of roughly
−0.6 Å of the reaction path coordinate in Figure 3e. We

Figure 4. Two-dimensional cuts showing the PES at the minimum
barrier geometries as a function of the reaction coordinate and the
angle θ for H2 + Cu(111) (panel a, as computed with the B86SRP68-
vdW-DF2 DF65) and HCl + Au(111) (panel b, this work). Black
contour lines are drawn at intervals of 10 kJ/mol between −90 and
120 kJ/mol, where the TS potential is taken as the zero; the dashed
lines are for −90 to −10 kJ/mol, and the solid lines are for 0 to 120
kJ/mol. The red lines show the MEP, and the vertical black long
dashed lines indicate the TSs.
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suspect that the dissociation of hydrogen halides in general
exhibits a similar reaction mechanism and that therefore
experiments on hydrogen halides other than HCl might also
yield a large rotational efficacy.
We now come back to the experiments that already exist for

sticking of HCl on Au(111) and to what our calculations have
to say about how energy partitioning in the incident HCl
affected the sticking in these experiments. Figures 5a,b show
that the agreement between theory (sold lines and filled
symbols) and experiment (dashed lines and open symbols) is
better for off-normal incidence (blue squares) than for normal
incidence (red diamonds) of HCl. More importantly for the
present paper, Figures 5c,d show that according to our
theoretical results the sticking probability hardly depends on
whether the incident molecules are vibrationally excited
according to the highest nozzle temperature used (Tvib = TN
= 1060 K, blue diamonds) or not (0 K, orange diamonds). One
reason for this is that even at the highest nozzle temperature
only about 2% of the incident molecules are vibrationally
excited. Furthermore, parallel translational energy does not
influence the sticking probability (see also Figures S4g,h); that
is, the NES approximation is valid. Finally, Figures 5e,f show
that, in accordance with the high rotational efficacies predicted
here, of all types of energy considered the rotational energy has
the largest effect on the sticking. These figures give results for
hypothetical normal incidence experiments with a rotational
temperature of 0 K (green diamonds) and 506 K (the orange
diamonds, 506 K is the maximum rotational temperature
achieved in the experiments). In summary, the effect of
rotational pre-excitation on the sticking of HCl is large, while
the effect of initial vibrational pre-excitation is comparatively
small. This invalidates an analysis of the experimental normal
and off-normal incidence experiments in terms of dissociation

probabilities that only depend on the vibrational state
population, as was previously used in ref 45 (see also section
S3).
To summarize, in this work, a large effect of rotational pre-

excitation is found for the dissociative chemisorption of HCl
on Au(111). Surprisingly, rotational pre-excitation generally
has a larger effect on the sticking probability than vibrational
pre-excitation. The predicted rotational efficacy can be as large
as a factor 20; that is, the rotational energy can be 20 times as
effective at promoting the reaction as translational energy. To
the best of our knowledge, a rotational efficacy this large, or
even larger than one, has not been observed or predicted.
Furthermore, pre-exciting both rotation and vibration has a
mutually reinforcing effect: The rotational efficacy is increased
considerably going from ν = 0 to ν = 2 (from a factor of about
4 to a factor 20). Moreover, the high rotational efficacy is not
due to a steering effect, but to a skewed funnel effect where
only specific initial rotational phases (i.e., combinations of the
polar angle θ and its conjugate momentum) are reactive, which
is caused by a nonmonotonic dependence of the reaction path
on the polar angle θ in the region just in front of the minimum
barrier. As a result, the reaction of HCl in the rotational
ground state on Au(111) is hindered, whereas reaction of
rotationally pre-excited HCl is promoted. We suspect that a
similar rotational effect can be found for other hydrogen
halides as well. Finally, the predicted rotational efficacy for HCl
+ Au(111) is strongly dependent on the employed DF and is
therefore an important fingerprint of the accuracy of the DF
for HCl + Au(111).

■ COMPUTATIONAL METHOD

In this work, the high-dimensional neural network potential
(HDNNP) of ref 25 is employed. Here, a short summary of

Figure 5. Sticking probability of HCl on Au(111) as a function of normal incidence energy for various conditions ((off-)normal incidence and
vibrational and rotational temperatures). The open symbols and dashed lines indicate experimental results, where the shaded area indicates their
uncertainty. The solid symbols and lines indicate computed results. The diamonds (squares) are for (off-)normal incidence, where the color
indicates the rotational and vibrational temperatures (see legend). The error bars represent 68% confidence intervals. Panels b, d, and f are identical
with panels a, c, and e, respectively, except that a logarithmic scale is used instead of a linear scale. For further explanation see the text.
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the computational details for the density functional theory
(DFT) calculations used to construct the HDNNP is given. A
3 × 3 Au(111) supercell with four layers and a 15 Å vacuum
distance have been used. Furthermore, a plane wave kinetic
energy cutoff of 600 eV and an 8 × 8 × 1 Γ-centered k-point
grid have been used. The top three layers have been relaxed in
the Z direction, and the atoms in these layers are allowed to
move to simulate a surface temperature of 170 K, in addition to
a lattice expansion of 1.0014 due to the aforementioned surface
temperature. All DFT calculations have been performed with a
user modified version of the Vienna Ab-initio Simulation
Package (VASP version 5.4.4)66−70 to allow the use of the
“made simple” revised Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof-like (MS-
RPBEl) meta-GGA DF.49 Sticking probabilities S0 and initial-
state selected reaction probabilities R were computed with the
quasi-classical trajectory method.71,72 The generation of the
initial conditions and trajectory statistics of HCl are described
in ref 44. Furthermore, the procedure to initialize the surface
motion is described in ref 19.
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